ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In a somewhat light-hearted vein, one could say that meta-cognitive work on the part of a teacher in teachingand the work of a magician in the creation of an illusionare closely related. The magician's task is to create an emotionally engaging situation and atmosphere and guide the viewer to focus on the inessential by a certain tool or means. The aim of a teacher -or for the purpose in this work, the computer or network teaching method is to guide a student or group of students to observe, do and discover what is essential in it's content and to create a comfortable context for learning. It might be said that both the teacher and magician try to guide observations and emotions and use different materials and distractions to that end. Adapting P.J. Galperin's terminology, the author refer to this guiding of observations in appropriate or inappropriate directions as cognitive orientation (Galperin 1989 (Galperin , 1992 Podolskij 1997; Talyzina 1981 ).
In using computer and network-based learning tools, such as electronic circuit design and simulation applications, The task-orientation windows enables students to find the information required to complete the task successfully. In addition to this, students may download the needed files for the local simulation tool through which the task to be solved can start, (Figure 2 ) The file, which is based on the MIME-type separation of files, the target application can start. Finally the situation is like in Figure 2 where the WOA is available all the time and opens popup type interactive task orientation windows when needed. In the present research project the tasks were connected to course literature through page numbers in the course notes.
These were used to support a course in electronic design techniques. 
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Conclusion and Future Work
In light of the current findings, the research project "Websupported Mental Tools in Technology Education" has made it possible to test the theoretical bases described.
Furthermore, it has yielded valuable information on how study using simulation tools and network applications that support these and more traditional media can be Nevertheless, students may keep these available should they want to resort to them (Ausubel, 1968 ; Bruner, 1985 ) .
Further study and analysis will also produce a great deal of knowledge in this area, where teaching and learning resources are being organised and analysed,. Evaluation of the preliminary conclusions, the future development of the WOA will be targeted at least to developing a more interactive and adaptive user interface and using a 
